ATTACKING the word "final" or "midyear" to the examination in sail through a year seems to throw a majority of the youths of the Institute into a near panic during these last few weeks of the semester. More mention of study or review is a signal for the panicous to assume the undertakers' mien and humbly call the world's attention to the fact that they have not been faithful to the work and that failure will be their due.

The confession of children! Some take lost examinations are not easy, to be sure, and a fair amount of responsibility, however, for the facts as stated nor for the opinions expressed.

The Tech assumes no responsibility, however, for the facts as stated nor for the opinions expressed. The Managing Editor for the matter which appears in the editorial columns, and the Managing Editor for the matter which appears in the news columns.

Treasurer—5.00 to 6.00 Monday, Wednesday, Thursday.

The Lounger has been neglecting the police duties which form his chief reason for existence, and the Institute is, to put it phrase the colloquially, rapidly approaching a canine debacle. The Institute is being charged with epidemic vigor, the unprepared, but not necessarily the ineducable, is to be feared. The Lounger's roving attention was the result, though, than to be harried, fretful and sleepy. Some instructors suggest that students attend the lecture preceding the exam. The advice is good as far as it will (if carried out with the idea of relaxing and not of cramming) loosen the mind and leave the study question dormant. But the necessity of a restful sleep involving a maximum number of hours, might well be included in the counsel.

The prepared student is the one who has reviewed throughout the term. He has no occasion to be anxious. The modest "average" student, should on his part be careful to conduct his studies in order that his brain and brain will not, through injudicious and frenzied eleven-hour work suffer a lessening of efficiency in the hours of need. Above all, the bugaboo of cramming should not be countenanced. Don't cram! Don't worry!

It is to be hoped that the extension of time on the receipt of Technical statistics blanks will overlie the winter. "Eighties with its tenacy of proficiency in the exam portion of the facts that the Great American Humorist is said to be still unfledged, the undisciplinary-inclination of so obvious a body of Nativity-investigators as a Technology lower class is awaited with much interest.

The first work of this year for crew candidates starts Monday, and those who intend to take advantage of the opportunity to row under the guidance of experienced coaches, should start off the season with a big representation at the mass meeting on Tuesday.
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